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IMPACT OF INNOVATION ON THE CUSTOMER-SUPPLIER
RELATIONSHIP WITHIN THE SUPPLY CHAIN

Fatine Elharouni] , Rachid Benmourro', Abdnüüoh Ait Ouahman3

Abstrücı The eyer-increasing requiremenıS of cılsıomers; compeliıiveness and inlernationalisation of
markels, rising energ) costs and production...Increasingly, facıors require the enıerprise to engage
in approaches to innoyation and callcıboration. This paper discusses how the introduction of innovation
especially product innovation can change lhe exisling supplier relationship withiıı the supply chaiıı.
The application ofpurchasing portfuIio cınalysis conducted specifically lo the conclusion lhat lhe introductian
of an innovation leads to more cooperalion in business reIalionships that already exist.

Kelı,ı,ords Innovation, supplier relations, purchasing porlfulio, porlfolio business relationship

INTRODUCTION

The turbulence of the environment and the increasing pace of technolory renewal requiıe the company to
increase innovation and efficiency to maintain a competitive advarıtage. The comparıy is refocusing on its core
business and increases its purchases. This augınentation shows that the supplier relationship is an essential
factor for a product with high quality. That irrrıovation involves a change of supplier relations that may be
something obvious, but how inıovation can charıge the ıelationship with a supplier which is already
established?

WIIAT INNOVATION DO WE SPEAI( ABOUT?

A firm is said to have a sustained competitive advantage when it is implementing a value creating stratery
not simultaneously being implemented by any crırrent or potential competitors and when these oüer firms are
unable to duplicate the benefiG of üe Stlatery.Ll] and this function is completely filled with innovation.

]n the literature, we see a variety of views on the types of innovation depending on the point of view oı
the discipline of the author. Among the nunerous attempts, we will retain the model [2] that propose 1he

concept of "transilience" to represent the different possibilities theoretically available to the company: Niche
]nıovation, Architecfural Inrıovation, Current Innovation, breakhrough Innovation (figure l)
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FiGL]RF.1.
Transilience nrap

THE PORTFOLIO OF PURCHASE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

Purchases by their position at the interface of the customer / supplier relationship require more efficit:ncy
and effectiveness. Beyond the traditional methods of procurement management, which increases neitheı the

profit nor the company's competitive position (all competitors receive the same discounts of the total colit of
use). An adaptation ofthe Model (Figure 2) proposed by Kraljjc [3] segment the purchase in different section
(to answer the question ofthe logic followed for the suppIier relationship) as:

. The importance that the orgaıization gives them because puıchases aıe not equal, this inequali§ can

aıise from different factol§;

o Strategic nafuIe ofthe purchase;

o The nature and extent ofbenefits that the procuement manager can expect;

o lts high level of techıüicality;

o The level öfeflort to manage the purchase...

" The lepoft that it may lead vis-d-vis the supplier markets [4]
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FIGURE. 2

The portfolio purchases and The portfolio purchases

The figure 2 identifies the main lines of action of purchasing maıagers by product segments. Thus, for

non-critical purchases, the procurement manager should promote practices that minimize his intervention.

For leveıage ltems, we should focus on practices that facilitate the balaıce of power or at least give :he

company more advantage to the laıge supply on the market. For purchases bottleneck, the managel's action

should be long term to reduce its dependence.
Finally, for strategic purchases, the manager should encourage practices to seek gains on tl'ıe total c]St

paIameters other than price. civen the diversity of shopping, it is nafural that the plocuement manager has at

his disposal a Valiely of techniques (in this paper we are not interested to these techniques) to maxim 7e

profits in the short oI long term and that in light ofthe cilcumstances. Thus, according to the family purchal;es

(those identified in the portfolio), some techniques are better suited, and üe portfolio is used to define lhe

avenues available for purchases of Class [5].
This analysis provides the decision tree (everything leads the oüer) as follows (Figure 5):
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ln this woık we Stalt by üe assumption that irüİovation which we are address does not destro1 1he

business relationship aıd it is observed also in the firnr or in its supplier.

Purchasing
Importance
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FIGIRE 3

Scheme decision supplier relationship

MORE INNOVATION MORE COLLABORATION

To analyze supplier relationship and the process of technological inıovation involves the question of üe
mode of interaction that occurs between the two.

Innovation by its transformative nature (increased need to purchase or change in the chaıacteristics of the
product ...) implies a shift of purchases from üe compaıry wallet matrix which encouıages purchase from the
buyer change provider behavior (since there is inevitably a movement on the business portfolio matrix), with a
supplier with which a relationship is already established.

The movement of purchases have two scenarios depending on whether business innovation or innovation
at the supplieİ (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4
Scheme decision supplier relationship and irrnovation introduction
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* Inıovation at the company increases the importance of üe subject product innovation (at least at the



Purchasing
Importance

output of innovation as it provides the fiım a competitive advantage). The conditions afe not the same and

any link to purchase this innovation is very important for the company. The changement is in one sense

and touches only non-critical purchases and bottleneck (Figure 5). ti,t
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FIGIEE.5
Example of introducing innovation in the company and its involvement

+ lnnovatiön at the supplier (gives it a competitive advantage) increases Üe dependence of the company v s-
d-vis the latter. The image of the maİk€t changes and tends to the Situation of monopoly or oligopo]y.
Change is in one sense aıd touches leveıage and non-critical supplies (Figure 4).
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FIGI.RE 6
Example ofintroducing iffiovation in the ploviders and theiI involvement

For certain sensitive purchases, it is crucial to have Sources of Supply of high caliber. What is certain is
1hat the positioning exercise purchases must be repeated periodically, it allows monitoring the market and
Suppliers to take proactive measures and thus keep pace with the innovation plocesS.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we could see the relationship between innovation and supplier relationship in üe sense that
the introduction ofan innovation by the firm or its supplier changes the relationship toward more cooperation.
However, the company that has waived to mastcr all the technolory linked to production will need the
expertise of its buyers to involve more providers because a large share of new ideas and competitiveness-
irınovation will come from üem. The relationship is then as cause and effeçt for better inrıovation, we need
moıe collaboration.
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we note that in an environnent of inrıovation the concept öf non-critical product tends to disappear.
Therefore, the logic of outsourcing and contract is not interesting, and if there is a changement of position, it
is foı increasing its intensity. This reinforces the idea: innovation involves moıe collaboration with üe
supplier.

Indeed, in üe evolution of the current context, marked by the establishment of closer relatiors between
the different partners, supply tends increasingly to become involved in the innovation process, which meaJı
that is not only to establish contacts with other partneİs but also to play a moıe active arıd interactive process
of irrnovation, to boost relations in the process.

The scenarios are increasing, the Purchaser may fo. example ask a provider to offer more advanced
components and assist in their design, a situation that is visible in the automotive indusğ wheıe suppliers
must offer modules that cross components from different suppliers.

or also to support the competitiveness of some existing suppliers through information exchaıge,
personnel and pelhaps even money so that the supplier imploves the quality of his product, service delivery,
reduces his cycle time, or reduces the size ofhis production batches, elc..




